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Chap!:,er I 

INTRODUCTION 

Intellectuals constitute a major force in all socie

ties and it bas been so for hundreds of years. It is not 

possiole to think of development, social, economic or 

political, -without their contribution. The political syste:n 

jepenjs upon the.n for survival as much as it does on the 

peasantry or the -working class or industrialists. Intellec

tuals have al-ways played an important role in the recorded 

history of China, as they have not only held the social 

structure together, .as in the case of Confucian China, but 

have also been the final authority to pass a judgement on 

the existing political systems. The status enjoyed by 

Chinese intellectuals and role played by them in the post

l-1ao era are specially significant as the ne-w policies have 

placed them at the centre of massive political, social and 

economic changes presently going on in China. Therefore, 

the study of the status and role of intellectuals in post

Mao China is imperative in the understanding of China of 

the last ten years or so. 

The dissertation seeks to examine the follo-wing 

problems: 

(i) the role of intellectuals in the cause of intellec

tual freedom am relaxation of ideological control 

that is the pre-condition of this freedom. 
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(ii) the status of the intellectuals vis-a-vis that of 

the working class, on the basis of such criteria 

as social acceptance, economic situation and exte~t 

of specialized knowledge gathered by them. 

This dissertation is divided into two sections. 

The first iS a chapter ~hich goes into the historical 

background. In this chapter the intellectual history of 

China since late 19th century till the Great Proletarian 

Cultural Revolution has been traced in a summary form in 

tte ;eneral framework of intellectual reform and intellec

tual dissent. Since, what the Chinese intellectuals have 

so far achieved or are trying to actJieve today is closely 

linked with the legacy of the past intellectual reforms 

~nd past intellectual movements, this chapter is crucial 

i'or the study undertaken. In other words, the contemporary 

debates and struggles on the question of intellectuals 

cannot be discussed without reference to the historical 

background. 

The otbe r chapter, ~hich has the same title as the 

dissertation itself, deals with (i) the major intellectual 

events and cases of dissent, (ii) VJhat these cases of 

-:issent indicate in terms of the objectives the intellec

tuals have been striving to achieve and finally (iii) the 
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status of the intellectuals vis-a-vis the working class, 

more specifically, examining 'Whether the intellectuals 

have become the part of the working class in China today, 

which has been the objective of the CPC, stated as such 

from time to time. 

The last Chapter of 'Conclusion' brings the general 

conclusions of this no doubt preliminary study together. 

The conclusions and observations have to be preliminary 

and tentative as the study is mainly based on secondary 

sources. Not many Chinese language sources were 'available 

in India and the majority of quotations from Chinese 

language articles cited in the dissertation have been taken 

rrom the translation of these articles published in English 

in various News .Agency bulletins, journals and books. 

In spite of these limitations, it is hoped that the 

conclusions reached and observations made in the disserta

tion, however tentative, would be useful inasmuch as they 

would have indicated certain tendencies dominating the 

world of intellectuals in China. 
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Chapter li 

BACKGROUND 

China is a huge country with a rich cultural and 

literacy heritage of several thousand years. Through the 

course ot' history, though, Chinese cultural values and 

literary traditions have been continued to be prized, 

important changes have set in. Intellectuals have always 

Dcen at the centre of this process of change, thus making 

tbe understanding of intellectual history an integral part 

o 1' und erstan:i ing socio-poli t_ical and cultural hi story of 

China. The importance of intellectual history of China 

became markedly more apparent than ever in the latter half 

of 19th century. ThiS was a time when fierce deb ate was 

going on about the need of reform in China and the path,. 

tLe reform must take. The Chinese intellectuals, as 

.e~~ected, a1ong ~ith politicians and theoreticians of 

reform contributed their o~n more than fair share to the 

debate. 

To understand the role played by the intellectuals 

in this debate, it is imperative to delve into their social 

position and social role in the past. 

It ~as the Confucian ideology that had dominated the 

1 <)th century China arrl had held the state together over the 

centuries ~ith a careful hierarchical ordering of society 
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from top to bottom, with clearly defined rightS and obliea

tions for every individual and every section of the society. 

The structural balance that resulted when these rights were 

recognized and duties were performed, became the dominant 

motivating value of Chinese society. 1 The sanction for tbis 

hierarchy sprang from the moral authority of the li 

(principles of social usage) 2 , which was established not 

only in absolute philosophic terms but also in day-to-day 

practical terms. 

According to this Confucian social structure, the 

literati formed a separate stratum of society. This 

stratum was a convenient buffer bet~een the ruler and the 

masses as the literati were useful to both. However, the 

literati's loyalty was essentially to the state. Members 

of this social stratum (i.e., the literati) \-Jere 

continuously under the influence of Confucian ideology 

because of orthodox Confucian training through formative 

years and preparations for the imperial examinations in 

youtb, which was nothing but consolidated grounding in 

Confucian ideology. 3 Success in the Imperial examination 

1. See Arttur F.Wright, "Struggle vs.Hannony: Symbols of 
Competing Values in Modern China", World Politic~, VI 
I (1953), 31-44; Derk Bodde, "Harmony and Conflict in 
Chinese Philosophy" in .Arthur F .Wright (ed.), Studies 
in Chinese Thougn~, Chicago, 1953, pp.19-80. 

2. Translation suggested by Helmut wilbelm. in "Political 
Ideology of Nine tee nth Century China" Seattle, 1949. 

3. Chang Chung-li, The Chinese Gentry, Seattle, 1955, 
pp .165-82 • 
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brought them to office as Imperial servants, in charge of 

mainly bureaucratic functions of the state. Thus the 

Confucian Literati had the double function of being a 

scholar as well as an officer and came to be known as 

scholar official section. ·This section was extremely 

useful to the ruler as the members of this class maintained 

a perfect social order without resorting to any physical 

force. Foreign observers were often surprised to see a huge 

population apparently governing itself in a peaceful and 

orderly fashion. The answer to this puzzle is the concept 

of li in Confucian ideology which signifies decorum, ritual, 

rules of propriety as accepted in the society. .A.ccording 

to Confucius "If you govern men by laws and keep them in 

order by penalties, they will avoid penalties, but lose 

their sense of shame". 4 To avoid such a Situation 

Confucian state was fourrled on moral principles, where men 1 s 

lives were gently but effectively regulated by public opinion 

and social pressure. Thus who would be more ideal than the 

scholar -official section to maintain social balance in such 

a Confucian social system? After all they had deep grasp of 

Confucian morality through long years of study in Confucian 

ideo logy. It enabled them not only to rule ideally by 

virtuous examples but also without needing to resort to 

physical pressure. 5 ---
4. The Analects, Book 2, Chapter 3. 

J• Joseph R.Levenson, Confucian China and Its Modern Fate 
(A Trilogy), Vol.I, The Problem of IntelleetUaiiCOnti
n u ill, 1 9 68 , p p • 16- 17 • 
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Finally, the Confucian Literati perpetuated Confuci~n .. 

ism also in the -whole society (including the ill1terate 

masses) by continuously absorbing people from other strata 

of the society. This -was possible because to the masses, 

the literati's -way of life was the right way and the highest 

aspiration of the masses \iaS to contribute to their respec

tive families' advancement to the scholar-official status. 

Thus, the ambitious and able men who were prominent in other 

strata of the society -were steadily drawn into this scholar

official section. 6 Even those who could riot make it to the 

ladder of social elevation -was in constant awe of Confucian-

ism. Because to them, Confucianism was a magic vehicle 

-which could bring them the profound knowledge of absolute 

truth arrl eventually the material benefits like social 

prestige and financial gain. 

The recorded history of Chinese civilization marked 

by wars, rebellions and successions of dynasty, shows its 

uniqueness in its re sistence to institutional change. In 

other words, there YJere cycles of prosperity, stagnation 

and decline, but there has not evolved any modernising 

change out of these cycles. These cyclical fluctuations, 

e:nerging as inevitable cycles of ups and do-wns, continued 

till the Govern:nent of China started becoming steadily 

--------------
b. Fei Hsiao-t'ung, China's G~trL,_ Essays in Rural-Urban 

Relations, Chicago, 19)3, p.12. 
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weaker, :nore ineffective and more corrupt. Rebellions 

brewed at home and impact of the West was felt through 

disastrous foreign wars and unequal treaties. Thus by 

the latter half of 19th century China undertook to 

strengthen itself. The motto of the Sell'-strengthening 

Movement in 1870s was "Zhougx~-~ei~L-2,Lx.lli!._~ei...IQP_g" 

(Chinese learning for the body, i.e., fundamentals and 

Westem learning for use, i.e., utility). Growing number 

of Concufian literati spoke out .in favour of this motto. 

Paradoxically, they insisted on change because they had 

traditionalistic bias against it. They rationalized this 

change by justifying the need of Western 'practicality• to 

defend the core of Chinese 'substance' or 'essence'. Their 

argument bas been very clearly explained by Joseph R. 

Levenson in the following words: "Uncompromising anti

Westernizers had an attitude of radical simplicity: the 

way to stay Chinese was to stay Chinese in all aspects of 

culture. But the cautious eclectics, protesting their 

perfect loyalty to the basic Chinese values, believed that 

immobility would be a self-defeating tactic and an impossible 

ideal. The only alternative to outright destruction of 

Chinese civilization by foreign conquerors was selective 

innovation by dedicated Chinese traditionalists. To 

justify their proposal in the special sense, to satisfy 

their will to believe that Chinese superiority was still 
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unchallenged, they emphasised that these areas of innovatj.on 

from the West "Were areas of only practical value, not of 

essential value." 7 Therefore it can be said that the faith

ful Concucian literati provided the theoretical and pbilooo

phical basis for the Self-strengthening Movement. However, 

the analysis and rationalization put fortl1 by them "Were so 

framed as to give the impression that Western 'practicality' 

YJas serving the Chinese •superiority of substance'. During 

this period, the bo rroYJing was limited to the field of 

scientific and technological in no vat ions, which were regarj e1 

by the Chinese traditionalists to be of practi~~l value (not 

of essential value) and tl1e Chinese superiority remainej 

unchallenged. 

The great statesman of (,:ing dynasty Zeng Guofan 

maintained that the Chinese philosophical factions were 

parts of the whole Confucian conception and he aimed at 

recapturing the 'Whole through his lixue philo sop by, v.rhich wq f' 

nothing but a synthesis of all schools on the basis of broad 

eclecticism.8 This stand of Zeng Guofan resulted into an 

effort for revival of Confucianism. 

7. Joseph R.Levenson, Confucian_Qhina and Its Modern Fate 
(A Trilogy), Vol.I, .:£be Pr£bl.§m of Intelle£~uai __ _ 
Continuity, 1968, p. :J9. 

8. As Hel1mut Wilhelm has pointed out in "The Background of 
Tseng 'Kuofan•s Ideology", Asiatishe Studien, Nos.3-4 
(1<)49), 95-97; "Tseng protested that he reversed Sung 
Confucianism but did not 'Wish the Han school to be 
eliminated, and he intended v.rith his li conception to 
integrate society and reconcile former opponents. 
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It is important to note here that Confucianism 

itself ~as not challenged but ~as believed to be the 

absolute tru.th on ~hich Chinese society ~as based. Only 

a need ~as felt to revive Confucianism ~ith the time-

needed adjustments but within the bounds of ortoodo~y so 

that ideal Confucian value system could be reinforced to 

restore the Chinese 'essence'. This reiteration of 

Confucian infallibility was in conformity ~ith the 

superiority of Chinese 'substance' or 'fundamentals' 

implied by the literati in the ti-_yong, dichotomy. In 

other ~ords the literati were not only rationalizing the 

import of Western 'utility' to serve the Chinese 'funda

mentals' but ~ere also in the forefront of the campaign 

or revival of Confucianism as the ideology of the ruling 

class in the new situation. However, there were intellec

tuals like Wo-jen ~ho ~ere most inflexible anti-Westernizers.9 

They ~ere both unable ani un~illing to reconcile Confucianism 

and indeed, the ~hole gamut of Chinese culture with borro

wings from the Western culture. In their view, the Western 

culture ~as an alternative 'ti' to the traditional Chinese 

It. I ( • _3::_ ~.e., Western culture was not regarded as '.YQ.Dg' to 

serve the Chinese 'ti' ) . These intellectuals, in a very 

straightfor~ard manner, supported the continuity of Conf•Jci8n 

social system 'lllithout any attempt to find even superficial 

----------------------------
9· Joseph R.Levenson, n.5, pp.?0-72. 
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justification for turning to the West in the race of 

decreasing validity of Confucianisn. 

By late 19th century, the 'self-strengthening • had 

failed for various reasons. It became more and more 

apparent that drastic changes -were needed for China. 

Another eminent intellectual, Kang Yu-wei saw this clearly. 

He along with others of Jin--weJ
0
school undertook to realize 

the goal of •ti-YQll&' school. But there was a basic 

difference. The Jin-wen school made no attempt to separate 

'ii' from 'yong'. What they proposed was Westernization 

VJit h honour by making the modern Western values an integral 

part of Chinese tradition and thus invigorating the Chinese 

tradition. They stated that the Chinese tradition not only 

should but did possess Western values, as can be found in 

authentic Confucianism. 11 

Kang Yu\o/ei, \o/ho -was basically a Confucian scholar, 

bad been exposed to Western history and institutions through 

translated -works. In 1898, he based his reform theory on a 

synthesis of -confucian doctrine of three ages and Western 

institutions. In this theory, Kang advocated that in thiS 

neYJ age, YJhich he considered to be the age of approaching 

------- -------
10. The literal meaning of 'Jin-~ 1 was •modern text• and 

the 'Jin-wen' school derived its name from Han 'Jin-wen'. -------
11. Joseph R.Lev~nson, n.5, pp.??-78. 
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peace, the practice of self-government and the introductinn 

of a constitution 1Nere required. 12 -Although be himself 

proposed moderate institutional reform, Liang Cti-chao, one 

of his main folloY~ers, advocated radical changes by expound

ing the theory of popular rights in the context of parli~-

mentary goverTh~ent. 

On the other hand, institutional reforms were strongly 

opposed by the conservatives. They defended Confucian 

tradition and believed that its moral teaching bad rendered 

China superior to the West. They feared that the Confucian 

doctrine v.rould be undermined by these institutional changes. 

In due course, Kang Yu wei 1 s reform failed and he 

h imse.l f a long v.ri th Liang Qichao just managed to escape the 

v.rrath of Empress 3oVIager. 

MeanVIhile, the rudimentary idea of revolution VIas 

gathering force in China and among Chinese expatriates. The 

first revolutionary part,yof China was founded in 1894 by 

Sun Yat-sen (Sun Zhongshan) • The goal of this new party was 

to expel the ~ing (Manchu) monarchy and to establish a 

republican government. Though initially the response was 

small - mainly because the idea of revolution was still 

premature- but shocked by the way the Boxer Uprising (1900) 

12. Chester C.Tan, Chinese Political Thought __ irr_~he T1Nentieth 
Century, 1972, p:1r.---
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VJas handled by the Manchu Government and shocked by the 

consequent foreign imposition of humiliating treaties, 

many Chinese intellectuals turned to lool{ at revolution 

-with more hopes. As a result, number of neVJ revolutionary 

organizations and revolutionary magazines started flourish-

. 13 lng. 

In the decade before the revolution of 1911, the 

revolutionaries became dedicated to the overthrow of Manchu 

dynasty and that VJas the objective that unified them despite 

tr·Jeir conflicting vie-ws on other issues. 

Nationalism began to flourish in Chinese intellectual 

circles in early 20th century. It represented a bold attempt 

to s-weep a-way the decadent institutions, that "Were left over 

in the name of Chinese traditions. In other 'Words, the 

culturalism, as manifested by these decadent values, '.lias 

denied. The intellectuals looked for an alternative culture 

outside China to reinvigorate their motherland (the cause of 

nationalism). 

The denial of their o-wn culture is closely linked VJith 

change in their 'WOrld vie-w or the importance Of their OVJn 

culture vis-a-vis the search for alternative cultures or 

------------
13. Among the revolutionary magazines published at this 

time VJere Su-bao (The Jiangsu Journal), .Q£Q..:min f@S. 
(The Citizen), Xin Hunan (Ne'W Hunan) l!:!.::.!ue.:_yi-bian 
(Foreign Students Translation Series), fuLQ.gL~ 
sheng Zhi (H~bei Students) ~nejiang Ch~ (Zhejiang 
Tides) etc. 
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even the consciousness of the existence of a world outside 

China. In this connection, it is interesting to see the 

change in conceptualizing China from tian-xia to ~~14 

To the Confucian literati of 19th century and 

earlier, China was a world, a tian-xia, in which traditional 

values claimed authority. But in the early 20th century, 

there emerged a new generation of conseious intellectuals 

- conscious of the existence of an alternate culture 

(through the exposure to Western philosophical, political 

and literary works), conscious of the static nature of 
' 

Chinese traditional values (through continued subservience 

to Confucian familial and social norms which were never to 

be questioned) and conscious of the ineffectiveness of these 

Confucianism oriented social and political (monarchical) 

norms which were highly inadequate in maintaining national 

honour and security in the face of Western onslaught. 

Thus they questioned their own culture and morality. What 

was it that they were lacking in comparison to the West to 

be subjected to such humiliations at their hand? They 

became aware that there existed a whole world outside China, 

a world YJith wide variety of ideas and institutions. They 

------ ---------
14. The concepts of tian-=ill and guo have been very clearly 

analysed by Joseph R.Levenson in his book Confug_ian_ 
China and il.§_Modern Fate, Vol.I. Th~Probl~_g_£ 
Intellectual Continuiti, 1968, pp.9U:104: In his v.ords: 
"Tian-xia signifes 'tne (Chinese) Empire' - alternative>• 
1 t!le world'; as tian-xia, China is world. And guo is q · 

local political unit, a part of 'the Empire' in classicA.1 
times and in the rrodern world, 1 the nation'. 
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realised that China ~as not a tian~1~, but only a g~ in 

tr1e world of nations and to survive in this world China bad 

to be co roo strong. 

These intellectuals traced the cause of China's 

inability to survive in this ~orld or in otherwords Cbina' s 

backwardness, to the feudal legacy arrl subservience-oriented 

morality of Confucianism - a legacy that sui ted the roonarchy. 

Thus, to modernize China, disenchantment from Confucianism, 

which had taken t.be form of a traditional cultural dogma, wRs 

regarded abg:,lutely necessary. Tbey argued that abandonment 

of traditional values, if they seemed to be indefensible, wqs 

a patriotic duty. Thus, it can be said that the cause of 

Chinese nationalism and the core of its content was intellec-

tual alienation from traditional Chinese culture. 

Virulent attack on traditional Confucian philosophy 

and institutions began with tbe publication of Ne!L.Qrotury 

in 1907, which based its arguments on Social Darwinist 
1 .... 

theories. 7 

The Manchu dynastry was overthrown in 1911 and a 

Kepublic was established under the provisional leadership or 

1). Social Darv.Jinist theory is tbe awlication of Darwin's 
tl:leory or 'survival of the fittest' in social context 
and puts forward tbe concept of the survival of the 
fittest in human history. For detail discussion on 
S .. ocial Darwinist theory, see T .Ball, Mar:x~d Da~in: 
A Reconsideration, 1979 ~nd T.Carver, !he Guidin_g 
,Ihr~ds of M_9:r:x and Darw1n, 1982. 
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Sun Yatsen. But by 1915, it became clear that the republic 

~as a failure as Yuan Shi Kai, ~ith the support of his 

military lieutenants, had himself elected as Emperor •. 

Ho~ever, Yuan's ambitious plan ~as frustrated by an armed 

uprising of the revolutionary forces under the leadership 

of Sun Yatsen and ~hen Yuan died in 1916, there follo~ed a 

series of civil ~ars launched by Yuan's ambitious generals 

to gain dominance. It ~as against this background of 

struggle and chaos that the New Culture Movement unfolded. 

The intellectual ferment of the day started shortly 

after the incident of TY~enty-one Demands. Domestic poli ti

cal situation became very grave and indignation and anger 

¥~ere rife among the Chinese students in foreign countries. 

At a time like this, there came an 'Warning from Hu Shi16 

to keep cool. This Y~arning,published in the form of an 

open letter 17 to all Chinese students stirred up a furious 

debate on the question of 'What the Chinese students' 

attitude should be in the national crisis. It was this 

very controversy Y~hich "Was at the heart of the most of the 

activities of ne\tl intellectuals during May Fourth period. 

According to Hu Shi tbe solution of the Chinese problem YJas 

--------------
1b. Hu Shi YJas the most influential liberal scholar in 

modern China. 

17. Hu Shi, "A Plea for Patriotic Sanity, an Open Letter to 
All Chinese Students", The_Qhinese Students~Monthly, 
X, 6 (March, ·1915 ), pp.425-2b. 
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to build a neYJ China "from the bottom up" on a foundation 

of education. 18 This idea YJas later advocated and. put into 

practice by Hu Shi and some other neYJ intellectuals during 

tbe May Fourth Movement. 

Frcm the 'Winter of 1915 to the summer of 1917; the 

YJbole country "Was disturbed by the efforts of the conserva

tives and reactionary bureaucrats - the efforts to revive 

monarchy and Confucianism. At this juncture, numerous young 

Chinese intellectuals returned from abroad and were despe

rately looking around to find some means of saving the 

nation. Chen Du :xiu returned from Japan in 1915 and founded 

a magazine NeYJ Youth in Shanghai, that marked the beginning 

of a basic reform rrovement. Cai Yuanpei returned from 

France in 1916 and started an active campaign of reorganisa

tion in Beijing University. Hu Shi also returned from USA 

and joined these neYJ intellectual leaders in their effort 

of reform. 19 

Though attack on Confucianism can be traced back to 

the anti-traditionalisn of ~_g~nth!..!:i, a journal published 

in 1907, it YJas the New Culture Movement that launched the 

18. Hu Shi, "Letter to Professor H.S.Williams", January 31, 
1916, Diary XII, 843. These diaries were written by Hu 
while studying in USA. The second edition of these 
diaries had been published in Shanghai during 1947-48. 

19. ChoYJ Tsetsung, The May Fourtg Movemen1, California, 1960, 
p.41. 
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'T•c :t systematic criticism of Confucianism. A fa~us 

l L terary figure who contributed greatly to the Ne'fl Culture 

~o ve:nen t ani to the overthro'fl of Confucianism '~~as Lu Xun. 

r;P '.'8.S one of the bitterest critics of Confucianism. I.u 

Xt,;.n '~/rote 26 short stories and many short commentaries 

attacking Confucianism and traditional values bet'fleen 1918 

anj 1925.
20 As Vera Sch'flarcz rightly points out that 

among his contemporaries, Lu Xun ran the risk of injuring 

national sentiments most consciously by continuously 

attacking feudal mentality, 'flhat he called the old outworn 

culture, an accumulated 'Neight of outwm habits of mind. 21 

The New Culture Movement challenged the long 

entrenched Chinese 'Norld view and looked to.,ards tbe rest 

oi' the world \-lith a thirst for knowledge and in search of 

an alternative cult urn. Through the journals Nelli Youth 

(founded in 1915) and New Tide (founded in 1918), these 

enlightenment-oriented intellectuals tried to bring a 

vision of a new culture, a culture that totally denied all 

t raii tional scholar-official thoughts, language, convention 

etc. 

'· u. The stories were collected by him into 2 volumes, titleri 
Na-han (Cries), Beijing, 1923 and Pang-huang, (Hesitation), 
Beijing 1926. Most of the short commentaries 'Nere 
reprinted in f1e-feng (Hot Wind), -Beijing, 1925, and Fen 
(The Grave), Beijing, 1927. -

Vera Schwarcz, "A Curse on the Great Wall: The Problem of 
c.r lightenment in Mod ern China", Theoa_!!:nd _§Q_ciet1, 13 
(1984), pp.455-70. 
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The New Culture Movement came to be known as the 

May Fourth Movement after the patriotic demonstration of 

May 4, 1919, led by students and teachers of National 

Beijing University. The doyens of the May Fourth Movement 

were Critical Intellectuals, wrjo advocated "reasoned doubt 

of all inherited customs and beliefs 11
•
22 This critical 

rationality, was an instrument that could be used to break 

away from subservience, which had become a stifling 

· enclosure around their eJ:istence. The social discontent 

that had been brewing in the feudal social system took the 

shape of critical rationality, a means to question the 

rep res si ve feudal authority. Critical rationality, which 

was an outcome of the social and intellectual discontent 

of the day, has been best explained by Vera Schwarcz: "In 

the Chinese context, critical rationality became synonymous 

with 'intellectual emancipation' (sixian_g _jj.efsn.g) or to be 

more precise, with the means to liberate individual consci

ence from family and state loyalties". 23 These youthful 

iconoclasts, to whom critical rationality was a weapon, 

were deeply influenced by Western thinkers. They tried to 

subvert entrenched ceremonial respect and challenged 

----------------
22. wu Kang, "From Thought Reform to Social Reform", 

Xinchao (New Tide), October 1921 (Hong Kong, 1972), 
Vol.4, p.50. 

23. Vera Schwarcz, n.21, p.458. 
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parental authority by taking up Nitzsche's call for 

"transevaluation of all values". 24 This was their pionee ... 

ring attack on what they regarded as dogmatism - the 

fRudal authority. However, they were attacked by the rrore 

conservative elements for turning to the West. Considering 

U,e fact that the nation "Was in the midst of a populist 

nr1.tionalist revolution, the attack was not at all surpris

ing. These iconoclastic intellectuals be cane vulnerable 

to charges of oeing unpatriotic and of being against the 

In the years after the May Fourth Ho vern en t, the 

di3content among the intellectuals, of which critical 

tr,o ush t \oJas a reflection, spread beyond the iconoclastic 

intell~ctuals. The social spillover of enlightenment was 

sr-1ecially strong in urban areas and culminated in the 

founJing of the Communist Party of China in 1921. 

To tbe majority of New Culture Move:nent intellectuals, 

Com:nunis:n became a logical solution for China's future. Botq<: 

t:v, international behaviour of the new Soviet State especia1l1~ 

reg a rJ ing the "unequal treaties" and the rights of China and 

tne ascendency of left intellectuals in the debates in Chinl=l. 

;:t+. ~uoted from Hu Shi, "What is the l1eaning of New Thought?" 
XiD_~:;hngni_§;ll (New Youth), December 1919, In this 
article, Hu had used Nietzche's slogan most pithily. 
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"" cunstitute1 the main force behind this conscious choice."-

However, as the Comnuni st Movement gat her ed moment~t:-', 

trjo:: original purpose of the ·New Culture Movement - enlight~~

ment - which had motivated the intellectuals to look towarJs 

Co·r::nunism for a final solution, di1 not last very long. The 

quest of enlightenment ¥Jas gradually eclipsed as the 

Co:-rrrnunist-led labour roovement shifted its emphasis to anti

im;.;e ria list line. The urban revolutionary movement faileJ 

in 19?'1 and ¥Jhen the movement shifted into the countryside, 

tru~ idea of enlightenment 'MaS further shelved. The Communist 

r- le~ders ¥Jere faced ¥Jith the dilemma of Cosmopolitanisn, a 
~ 
1 rei' lection of enlightennent, vis-a-vis Nationalism. The 

l:;8.jership realised that to carry forward the cause of rw:o

h.tion, it was imperative that the peasantry should be 

Thus, to this 

o f the "poo r 11 "1.1 

As the idea of intellectual enlightenment was 

a Less important priority than this effort or Mao, it was 

forgotten, at least for the time being. The Anti-Japanese 

war broke out in 193'?, and Nationalism once again obscured 

the imperatives of anti-feudal enlightenment. 

---------------------
2). For detail discussion on the Chinese intellectuals' 

choice of Communism, see Chow Tse-tsung, Ihe_May_~urtb 
Mov~ment, California, 1960. 

j .,.. \ ~ 

0 'j ) '-i '6 I l ; I 
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Through almost three decades from the inception 

Cl-'C in 19~1 to the founding of People's Republic of China 

in 1949, the intellectuals served the cause of revolutio:1 

with utmost 1oyalty and enthusiasm. However, intellectual 

dissent continued to exist even through these years. The 

year of 1942 saw another milestone in the intellect~al 

hi story of China - Yen an Forum for Arts and Literature. 

In an extremely significant speech, Mao chalked out the 

outline of intellectual activity in future, giving a ciBRr 

indication as to what was expected from the intellectuals. 

lie emphasized that all phases of intellectual activity 

should be closely related to the masses 26 and should serve 

the cause of the party. This was the earliest signal fror: 

the leadership that in future intellectual pursuit shou:1 

be in accordance VJith the party policies. For the first 

time probably, the intellectuals felt the existence of 

permissible parameters and unspoken limit. 

Mao claimed that the intellectuals of CPC were 

communists only by organization, not by consciousness, t:'1u:' 

accusing them to be lacking_ in class consciousness, ¥~hen 'r.8 

said: "There are many Party members who have joined the 

Communist Party organizationally but have not yet joined 

tne Party VJholly or at all ideologically. Those who h~ve 

26. Mao Zedong, "Talks at the Yenan Forum on Literature on 
Art", §.~ected 'ttorks of MaQ._~~dong, Vol. III, pp .71, 
7 5-79, 00. 
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not joined the Party ideologically still carry a great de:1l 

of the rruck of the exploiting classes in their heads, a1'1..i 

have no idea at all of what proletarian ideology, or 

communism, or the Party is. n 27 The intellectuals undr;r

stood that this accusation was an indirect rebuttal to tht; 

revolutionary 'Writers for resisting the Rectification 

Movement launched by the Party, though it was veiled unipr 

the general terms of class consciousness. 

On the question or the relation of art and politi:::.~. 

Mao rejected the contention of some of the writers that art 

be independent of politics. Mao maintained that any on~ 

who believed in such an approach to the question, 'WOuld be 

using the Trotskyite formula "politics - Marxist, art -

bourgeois". 28 He reiterated that art has to be suborj in::J t-; 

to revolutionary task. Mao also spoke briefly about tri'} 

content of literatt+re. He insisted that literature's lo'"',n 

function 'Was to e:xtoll the masses and the party; exposi!'l:; 

the dark spots of society through literature was non

essential.29 This again indicated the lirnits to perrnissibi

li ty in the eyes of the Party and its leader ship. 

The overall tone of Mao's speech reflected his ~out~ 

of the intellectuals, though he accepted that the intell.P.c~.dq ::-: 

--------------------------
27. Ibid., p.91t. 

28. Ibid., p.86 

29. Ibid., pp.?O,. 85, 88-93. 
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formed a vital organ of the Party in the cause of Revolution. 

However, the problems pointed out by Mao in this speech were 

the p roolems that could hamper the cause of revolution 3.ni 

revolution VJas the cru.cial need of the time. Therefom, Mao 

VJas justified in discussing these problems. The only thing 

that has been controversial and has been debated since Yenan 

Forum VJas VJhether the problems existed to such an intensity 

as to merit a disapproving tone toVJards the intellectuals. 

In other words, the question was whether Mao's speech "Was 3.'1 

indication of just his dissatisfaction of the perfo~ance of 

the intellectuals or "Whether it VJas the reflection of his 

absolute mistrust of the intellectu.als VJhich forced him to 

draw out a parameter within which he wanted the intellectu.als 

to fu.nction. The question can be given a better evaluation 

only when the intellectu.al history of Mao's life-time has 

been fully taken into account and therefore will be dealt 

with later. 

In the conte:xt of Mao's expectations from the 

intellectuals, it might be useful to see what role and 

social position the Mar:xism as a political philosophy 

postulates for the intellectuals. Tbou.gh, Mar:x himself left 

no conclu.sive statement on this issu.e, be acknowledged th1s 

existence of mental labour was a manifestation of division 

of labour in the society. He also predicted that for true 
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communal life, the difference bet-ween mental labour and 

manual labour has to be abolished. 30 Marx and Engels -were 

al-ways "WOrried that the labour movement might be misled by 

some half-baked, pretentious scholars, -whom they referred 

to as the middle-class dabblers of socialism. As to the 

role and class origin of intellectua"'..s, there -were t-wo 

dominant lines of opinion in the later Marxist thinker. 

On the one hand, there -was Lenin, -who maintained that apart 

from "trade union consciousness" of the -workers, -which ca.'1 

arise spontaneously in the -working class, a politica~ 

consciousness of the -workers can only be developed by 

intellectuals. He said thFlt Sine e the intellectuals were 

-well educated and informed and stand at a distance fro~., t.r;.-. 

im~ediate production process, they are in a position to 

comprehend bourg eo is society and its class relations L"l th": r 

totality. 31 Thus, it is clear that Lenin sa\\1 intellectuaL~; 

as a separate social group and assigned them the role of 

catalyst in the process of revolutionizing the -working class. 

-----------------------------
30. See, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, "The Division of 

Material and Mental Labour", Selected Works, Vol.I, 
p.52. 

31. For a detail discussion see, Gyorgy L.l.kacs, fiistory S!.D1 
Class Consciousness, 19;::>3 (1971). 
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On the other hand, Gramsci, the Italian Mar~ist 

and the leading Har-x ist philo sop her of the inte r-~ar years 

had given much thought to the question of intellectuals. 

He distinguished between the 'traditional' intelligentsi~ 

of any country and the thinking group of each class produc~1 

'organically' from its own rank. 32 In other words, he 

maintained that working class will produce its own intelle2-

tuals. Ho'Wever, his definition of 1 intellectuals' as suer: 

included all strata of directing and organizing personnel 

or all toose who have 1 an organizational function in the 

wide sense•, 33 who he hoped 'Would be the practical builder: 

of the society. 

In general, the Western Har~ism has attached great 

importance to the intelligentsia. This is quite under

standable, ';rolhen the fact that in the Mar~ist tradition 

generally and in Western Mar~ism in particular the influe:1cc 

of ideas on history has always been emphasized. 

When the Communists came to power in China in 1949 ~ 

the immediate task that they faced was to set up a ne-w 

government for ';rolhole of China. The CCP leadership needed 

trained intellectuals to fill important positions -within tf.c 

administration and to haa:lle the increasingly compleJt duti p-~ 

facing the ne-w regime. As a reSllt the Party leadership was 

32. Antonio Gramsci, The Moderu_~rin~e and Ot~r Writings 
(1957), pp.118-20. 

33. Antonio Gramsci, Selection_fiQm tbe Pri~ Notebooks 
192)-35 (1971). 
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understandably not very keen on enforcing ideological cv:-~trul 

over China's intellectuals. Tbis reluctance also contritu.tcJ 

toVJards consolidation of tre neVJ Comnunist regime. 

RoVJever, the idea of ideological education was :,Q~, 

forgotten totally. Though no ideological control ~:as 

enfo reed, in the general frameVJork of the "Common P rogra::-i't:'"' '' 

presented in September 1949, tbe CPC declared that all 

intellectuals VJould be given political education in !-brxlst 

ideology. In the early months after the Liberation, tr1e 

intellectuals VJere mobilized to participate in several 

campaigns, such as land reform and "Resist America - Ai::i 

Korea", though these campaigns did not effect them directly. 

Gradually, the Party's policy toVJards intellectuals became 

clear VJben it launched the campaign of ''Uniting, Educating 

and Remoulding" tbe intellectuals. By the second half of 

1950, the thought reform and ideological remoulding campaig;~ 

bad gathered momentu.'Il an:l 'Were focused on the "liberalism" 

among the intellectuals. At the third conference of the 

National Committee of the CPPCC, in October 1951, Mao 

emphasized that thought reform VJas particularly for the 

intellectuals. In this speech, VJbiCh VJas later published 

in Guang min_g_Ri bao, Mao declared that "Ideological 

remoulding, especially the ideological remoulding of all types 

of intellectuals, is one of the important conditions for 
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realizing industrialization and democratic reform".34 

Hence, a concentrated campaign of thought reform began in 

the summer of 1951 and by 1952 the thought reform d ri ve:J 

~ere carried out against both the Communist and the non

Communist intellectuals. In a declaration of the CPPCC 

on June 6, 1952, it '\liaS clearly mentioned that ideologic1l. 

remoulding ~ould be a regular phenomenon to be carr ie::i o•J t 

once a year. 

China's agricultural and industrial productions wP.rn 

restored and economy ~as stabilized by the end of 19)2. 

The first Five Year Plan ~as officially launche::i at the 

beginning of 1953. As the plan progressed, it ~as apparent 

that inefficient and overambitious planning of individual 

enterprises -was the major problem. As a result, the perio~ 

of 1953 am the first half of 1954 ~as devoted to study n:Y; 

remedy defects evidenced in the first year of the Plan. 

This ~as a period of exploration and preparation. 

During this time, CPC' s policies to-wards the intellectuals 

were some\>lhat contradictory and exploratory in nature. 

The cadres of the academic realm v:ere told to lighten tl1e 

party's organizational control~ and at tl1e same time were 

34. "Intellectuals and People of All Circles Should 
Persistent~y Reform Their Ideology", GMRfLEditorJ:.al, 
July 1, 1952. Translation by the student. 
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urged to alloVJ the intellectuals and scholars more freedo:r. 

in using tbeir individual talents. There -was a combinati.::n 

of regimentation and relaxation. Ho-wever tbe process of 

regimentation VJas carried out "With much less pressure than 

the previous ideological remoulding campaigns and the Party 

tried to lessen the hold of the cadres over individual 

academic and artistic endeavours. 35 The Party no-w ope-::.ly 

praised the intellectuals' achievement and enhanced their 

prestige by praising trem as assets of the nation and the 

regime. A ~.:.min Ri- bao editorial read "Some c o:::rn..:!. r;:: 

fail to see the value of the old teachers to na tiona 1 

construction because they take tbe ability to grasp ;•1arxi~-:-

Leninism as the sole criterion on -which to base tbeir 

judgements... We should first see -whether the old teacr.r::-:: 
.. 

are capable of "WOrking honestly and of knowing t'neir -v1or~:". '" 

The Party mt only shoVJed its concern about tbe lack or 

en tbusiasm among t be inte.i_lec tuals an~ the in creasing tension 

betvJeen the intellectuals and the party ca~:res, but e:x_rlicit Ly 

blamed the cadres for these probl~ms and also for tbeir ha:.t~y 

3 5. Mer
6
le Goldma

6
n,_ Li!&.£§l:L.Di sse nt in Comrnmilit. Chirill, 

1 9 7 , pp • 1 C - U7 • 

36. "Strengthen the Ideological Leadership Over Teachers of 
Institutions of Higher Education", Ren-min_].i- bao 
Editorial, December 22, 1953, Translation by the 
student. 
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actions. 37 Finally, a rectification drive against the 

cadres got underVJay and there folloVJed a period of relaxa .. 

tion, when the intellectuals were urged to put forth tL'C:lir 

critical views on these problems. 

Several non-orttodox views on intellectual acti.vi t:· 

emerged and were given public expression during this pn::,:·" 

of relaxation. TVJo major demands were: (a) intellectL:n.: 

activity be permitted to break out of the narrow confir.P :; 

of politically dictated parameters and (b) more professiO"''i ~

standard in creative art. 38 In his speecb delivered to t 1;t: 

Second National Congress of writers and Artists in 3er;te;r,:Jr 

1953, Mao Dun gave voice to these demands 'When he urgeri tie 

writers "to cast VJide their nets in selecting themes ard 

styles to satisfy the diversified needs of trJe people" ~n: 

said "After liberation many literary workers took up 

administrative duties in the government and other org~~Si 

3'/. Several communications were issued by the Party to u r> 

cadres of various educational institutions regardir.g t:is 
problem. One sucl:J communi cat ion ccm:nented: "Some F arty 
cad res do too much in too short a time and one pre
occupied with the grandiose. The number Of students anl 
teachers VJbo support them is very small". Publisr;ej n:> 
"t-':easured Advance in the Promotion of Pedagogical Re:·(,~·;. 
in Higher Engineering Schools," Ren-min Ri-bao E:-l.itor.:"; 
August 16, 1953. --- -- -

38. For detail discussion on these demands, see Merle Sol:'..-:::1n, 
~rary Dissen~in Communis~_China, 1967, pp.111-13. 
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this YJeakened their creative efforts". 39 This neYJ emphasis 

not only came from intellectuals, but also from the top 

leaders as YJell. 

In the latter half of 1964, CPC reverted back to 

tightening up, YJhen the combination of conciliatory an.1 

regimentatiOn approach failed to produce any result or at 

least not the result the Party YJanted. The most significrmt 

reason can be traced to too Party's economic plans at tt1i:: 

time. As the Party YJas completing plans for a nationYJije 

collec ti vi tiza tion and indus tria lization prog ra'TI me, the 

leadership realised that tbe YJhole population and in 

particular the intellectuals had to be prepared for these 

great changes. Because, it Vias YJith the ability ann 

technical know-hoYJ of tre intellectuals, tbat these changes 

could be implemented. Since these plans -were vi tally 

important according to tbe leadership, nothing could be 

alloYJed to compromise these changes. Therefore; full 

cooperation and participation of th.e intellect ual5 had to 

be secured. 

The other factor Vias the lack of desired result out 

of the relaxation. The relaxation -was probably meant to 

39. Mao Dun, "NeYJ Reali ties and NeYJ Tasks 11
, speech delivered 

at Second All-China Con~erence of Writers, N..Qtl.! (September 
26,1953); in SCMP, No.6)8:18. This speech YJas also 
publisbed YJith the same title in Ren-min Ri-.Qao of 
October 10, 1953 and can be found in CB, No .2B'2:4. 
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conciliate the intellectuals, so that they "Would be more 

'Willing to serve the Party. But YJhen tbe intellectuals 

started talking in terms of "narro"W confines of politically 

dictated parameters" and "more professionalism 8nd less 

ideology", the leadership realised that the intellectuals 

YJere definitely not ready to accept this conciliatory 

approach at the cost of intellectual professionali srn. In 

other 'Words, the criticism had gone far beyond the para

meters "permissible" to the party and had entered the 11off

limit" zone, ~here the Party demanded a total acceptance 

of its policies "Without any dissent. Thus by the close or 

1954, tha Party had already set in motion "Widespread ideo

logical remoulding campaigns, 'Which continued through 195) 

under different names. 

wring the course of collectivization and industria

lization, the C·PC leadership encountered some grave ecanomic 

problems, sucb as irrational planning, dislocation, shortage 

and YJastage._' Consequently, the leadership decided to put 

more trust in technical advise and professional skills. 

However, because of previous ideological remoulding campaigns 

and unprecedented ferocity of Hu Feng campaign, a large 

section of China's intellectuals ~as totally demoralized by 

the end or 19~5. Therefore, YJhen the party shifted its 

approactJ once again to relax,a. tion in early 19 56, it YJas 

confronted YJith a passive intellectual community. 
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A report oi' Zhou Enlai to the CC on January 14, 19 S' 6 

marked the beginning or Hundred Flowers Move:nent which was 

a result of the Party's approach of relaxation. He clair:.c-:-1, 

since the majority of the intellectuals have been ideolop:ir·-

ally transformed, they were ready for responsible posts 

must be given authority and respect. Zhou called for 

respect 1 or intellectuals, value for tteir professional 

research are improved wrk facilities anc greater monetar:: 

benefits. Though he still felt the need for ideologica: 

remould:ing but maintained tbat erroneous intellectual views 

should be reformed VJith less violent methods. Around tr:r. 

same time, many artic.:.es were published in Ren-=min Ri-bao 

criticizing the interference of cadres in areas, in v:hiC'r, 

they had no expertise. One such article said "There is no 

denying that some Party members still do not fully comprs:·. ~-.1 

· the Party's policy to'Ward the intellectuals and do not 

understand the part played by the intellectuals in natio'!a1 

construction... Some party members do not trust technicql 

40 per sons". 

However, the intellectual corrmunity remained reluct·-"'.t 

for the first fe"W months of 1956. It -was only after Mao's 

speech on ~~ay 2, 1956, in YJhich he introduced the slor,a.'ls of 

4U. An ~hao zun, "~l.ake Better Use of Technical Persons", 
f!.en-min Ri-bao (January 12, 19 56); in Cu. rren t Broa:]. c3 s t 
No.379:1. 
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"Let a hurrlred flo-wers bloom, let .a hundred schools of 

thought contend", that tr1e party's neVJ policies regardin:::

trJe intellectuals -were implemented. As :in the earlier 

relaxation of 1953, the intellectuals VJere encouraged to 

express different ideas and the party sought to establish 

a genuine, free exchange of ideas in the academic realm. 

Lu JJing yi in his subsequent explanation of Mao's speech, 

insisted on the right of tte intellectuals to maintain 

independent ideas and irrlividual opinions and unity VJas to 

be achieved through voluntary agreement :instead of 

41 pressure. 

Finally in the second half of 1956, the 'bloo:nir-:._;' 

and 'cuntending' started. Many VJere affected by the 

intellectual ferment going on in literary circles in th·; 

Soviet Union. Criticisms put forth by the inte1lect~.<a1s 

in the sumrrer and fall of 1956 were fundamental to the ver::· 

nature or party control over intellectual activity. DoJ1''!

ti sm of the party cad res was at tacked and they y.~ere held 

responsible for the stagnation in ti1e intellectual VJOrk. 

The centre of the fierce debate VJas irnplementat ion of 

socialism and it hit directly at the party's overall 

policies. In an article published in R.en-min_\\en-xue 

41. Lu Ding Yi's revised speech VJas published in Re!l:l!!in 
_Ei- bao on June 13, 19 56. 
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Huang ~iuyun, an old leftist writer very categoricaL:y 

stated: ''Nobody knows whether or not we will have any 

grief or tears twelve years from now, but at least at 

present, this kind of 'heaven' is only an illusion • 

• • • No one can deny tbat in our country at present, U;e;~ 

are still floods and droughts, still famine and unemploy

ment, still infectious diseases and the oppression of 

bureaucracy plus other unpleasant and unjustifiable 

phenomena... If a writer does not have the courage te: 

reveal the dark diseases of society ••• then can he be 

called a writer?"42 Kminent scholars in tne field of 

art and letters started debates on such controversial 

topics as materialism versus idealism, the question or 

aesthetics, realism in art and literatu.re, bureaucratic 

control etc. 43 

The Hundred Flowers Movement had gathered a trc-ne:-:-

dous momentum, which YJent on till mid-1<)~'/. Then sudde:·<: 

in June, 1957, the party turned from relaxatio,..,_ to tL~·- +,,,..,_ 

ing of control. In attempting to enlarge tne role of t·.e 

inte llectu.als, the party had opened the way for d e:nand- q:.: 

42. Huang C,:,iuyun, "We must not close our eyes to the ~;ar.'l
ships or the people 11 tien-min hen-:x~, i\o.9:58(19::6). 

4J. Q.~D&::!!!ing_rti- b~Q., January 29, February 9, 1 9S7: in 
~c~~, ~arch 2~ 1957. 
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questions, that challenged tbe com~etence or tLe r•art~. 

itself. The leadership had hoped that the recognition o1 

difference of opinion \<Jould enhance the unity of the 

country. But, since free discussion ani cri ticis:n cou.~j 

not be confined, the floo::l of criticis:n \<lent far beyon,·: 

t be permit ted limits a"'1~! J i ::l not in any \<Jay enhance 

The reversal of party's policy ·~:as inJic3.t~:l i;: +:-:. 

editorial of ~Qil::.minJli-oaQ_on June 9, 1q57, which ca' . ..lc;l 

for the criticism as \<Jell as counter-critici::,m. Co'J~3c~~"~,~ '. 

in the second week of June, a cam_;_•aien against t!1e le'lii~-· 

intellectuals \<Jere set in motion ""ith unex p ecte::l sp·:eJ a'"' .. : 

intensity. The intellectuals \<Jho ha::l criticize::l were 

labelled 'rightists' and the J rive was ca:Ue::l. t.1 e :.nti_-_ 

attacks were ::l i rect ed against those who ha:·: been out- s;-•.)X a,~; · ·: 

cr~tical. The first to be attackej were tne olJer le'l~er3 

of non-Communist intellectuals. However, it was the 

Communist intellectuals, like Hu Fen!;, \<Jho \<Jere cri tici 7' ~ 

through endless public denunciations. 

By late 1957, the cycle in the intellectual fiel1 ~.~! 

jone the full circle retllrning to the strict rigidity of 

19 ) • uf all tr1e segments of the popul:ttio:-:, the intel '·"!·--

compr.tre::l to the poisnous weds, tr1at need to be pull~i out 
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44 mercilessly. Among the intellectuals, most suspect were 

the writers who were regarded as arrogent and full of self

importance. 45 

As before, ideological remoulding and political 

indoctrination sessions YJere carried out all over the 

country, but in 1958, the main method of reform was thro:.1gh 

learning from workers and peasants. The intellectuals were 

sent to the lowest echelons of the party in the countryside 

and factories for labour reform. The party concluded t.'1at 

these measures would help to transform the rightist 

intellectuals into intellectuals of the working class. 

This becorres clear from the following statement of Zhou yq"',,: 

"Our ultimate goal ••• is to obliterate the boundary oetween 

men tal labour and physical labour so that everyone has 

culture and at the sanle time is a physical as -well as men• 1 l 

labourer". 46 

The abrupt reversal in policy from Hundred Flowers 

Movement to Anti-Rightist campaign can be broadly attribut~1 

to three factorst7 (a) Within the context of the then prev~-l.i L

ing policies of relaxation the intellectuals bad in all 

4-l+. Re.'1-min Ri-bao editorial, July 12, 1957. 

4?."Party Directive on H.ectification Campaign", NCNA (A.pril 
3 0, 19 57 ) ; in SCMP, ~ o. 1 5 ~ 3: 41 • 

46. "Refutation or the Preposterous Idea of Party .2.mpi.re", 
Xin Ji~n-she, No.1, January 1958. 

47. For detail discussion see, Merle Goldman, n.3'5, pp.203-04. 
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probability taken po~itions 'Which 'Were presumably unaceept .. 

able to the party. The de'IIands raised by the intellectual? 

constituted a challenge to the competence of the party. 

If their demands were given serious consideration or 'Were 

given serious consideration or 'Were met, it would have 

shaken the credibility am political control of CCP. 

(b) China's continuing economic difficulties was another 

reason. One of the explanations of these difficulties "Was 

given as the negative effect of criticism, which had Yleakenr;:! 

the zeal and enthusiasm of economic construction. 

(c) The third important factor 'Was the uprisings of 

Hungary and Poland. The leadership 'Was afraid that if 

a lloVled further· growth, the Rund red Flowers Movement migb t 

follow the same path as Hungarian and Polish uprisings. 

Moreover, they were anxious to minimize China's ideologic1.l 

difference with the rest of the Communist block and was 

concerned about maintaining solidarity. 

The intellectuals were d espatcherl to factories an -1 

villages for labour reform during the years of Great Leap 

fQJ:Ylar9_ ( 19:58-60) which aimed at rapid advances in indust r-J 

and agriculture and is best known for the introduction of 

communes. The emphasis was on political reliability rather 

than professional skill. The slogan advanced at this time 

was "Re~d expert," meaning whoever was 1 e:x~rt' should also 
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have their politics right, i.e., become '.red'. However, tn8 

implementation of this slogan became totally wrong and 

expertise was do-wngraded as all experts -were consider:::d to 

be lacking the element of 're~'. 

The party claimed that the peasants and -workers werr.? 

capable of great achievenents. In contrast, as the 

intellectuals were imbued with middle class concepts of 

indi vidualsim, liberalisn and anarchism, they are bound to 

fail. The slogan was so much t-wisted that intelligence w~: 

defined as political consciousness. Thus, the p eas~:1t3 q '1:1 

~orkers, who were politically conscious proletariet, were 

praised as scientists, philosophers and poets. As various 

articl~s explained, the party \A/anted "to eliminqte the 

concept of private o-wnership of kno-wledge"48 by placing 

knowledge in the hands of masses. The intellectuals and 

experts were directed "to mL"'lgle \Aiith the masses and learn 

from them. n49 

A thorough downgradation of knowledge took place 

during this period, when professional expertise "Was slight~J. 

Even the highly specialized scientists and· technicians were 

told to learn from the ordinary peasants and workers, who 

-------
48. r._:uoteri from "The Road of Development of Our Country's 

Scientific and Technical v;or~," Hong-gi, No.9 (October 
1, 1958) in "§.CM.f:h No.154:12. 

49. Ibid. 
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had suddenly gained dominance in the v.orld of knowledge 

and expertise only by their virtue of '£edn~~·. 

With the failure of the Great Leap Forward and 

continued worsening of economy, the party bureaucracy, 

intellectuals and technocrats ·became gradually disillu

sioned with Mao's policies. P eng De huai, the head of the 

People's Liberation Army (PLA) criticised the Great Leap 

Forward at a party meeting in Lushan in July 1959, for which 

he was dismissed from his post in August, 1959. The party 

leadership -was very anxious about the economic condit.ion of 

the country and in a sense of urgency, sought to revive the 

economy. Among other means, the party bureaucracy also made 

effort to reenergize the intellectuals, who had been demora

lized by the do-vmgradation of knowledge and expertise during 

the Great Leap Forward period. Thus, the party initiated a 

period of relaxation in order to gain the much needed 

cooperation of the intellectuals to help solve the economic 

difficulties and to replace the Soviet experts withdrawn in 

1960 at the wake of the Sino-Soviet rift. 

As happened in previous periods of relaxation, groups 

of relatively liberal intellectuals used this relaxation to 

engage in intellectual discussions in,the first half of 1960s. 

Their discussions were in reality, veiled political debates. 

But, despite these critical debates, no organized campaigns 

was carried out against them for some time to come. 
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As the economy gradually improved, Mao reasserted 
IJ 

(l'l 

himself again~policy matters, though he had ~ithdrawn from 

.Jay-to-day political activity of the party. In agriculture, 

he sought to halt the trend to~ard "capitalism", indicating 

material incentives and privat-e ownership of plots. In 

culture, he sought to reverse the trend to~ards "revisionism" 

and emergence of intellectual elite as a by-product of the 

party's effort to rehabilitate the economy. Thus in 1963, 

the Socialist Education Movement "Was launched to curb the 

ideological erosion. Though, Mao had called for major 

rectification of the cultural and intellectual realm, the 

implementation was very superficial till the early months 

of 1964. As the cultural officials YJere side stepping or 

ignoring his orders, Mao issued a more emphatic directive 

on June 27, 1964, in "Which he accused the cultural officials 

of hav:L'1g "slid right down to the brink of revisionism" an-J 

thus needed to "remould themselves in real earnest" o50 

Finally in the summer of. 1964, a rectification 

campaign "Was launched in the cultural and intellectual 

realm. Though, this -was a direct effort on the party's 

part to tighten control, ho"Wever, the cultural officials of 

the Party diverged from Mao's opinion on the question o~ 

-------
5o. "Instructions Cone e:rning Literature and Art", LoSg 

Live Mao Zedong_!houghtl_g~ent Background, No. 91 
p .41. 
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ho-w to reimpose a tight control. Thus, this rectification 

campaign -was some-what different from such previous campai&n,;J 

in being less direct and less thorough and in taking a mer~ 

tolerant attitude towards the victims. One of the reasons 

VJas probably that the of fie ials of the Propaganda Depart

ment -were doubtful of Mao' -s policies. They also might have 

been afraid that a full-scale campaign might get out of 

control. 

The rectification drive continued till spr :ing of 

1965. Through out its course, the army carried it out in 

a fashion that -was more in line -with the ideological 

revitalization called for by Mao. The various cultural 

groups of the army continuously stressed class struggle as 

the key to transforming Chinese opera, music, dance and 

other cultural activities. HoVJever, in general, the 

rectification campaign did not at all take the road Mao 

VJanted it to take and did not become a major mass movement. 

In the sciences, as -well as in the arts and humanities, 

Mao's vieVJs \tiere disregarded. The magazine Chines-e Youth -------
even publisred a series of articles, one of which implied 

that the youth should become 1 ~Q.gr,t' VJith or wit·bout being 

~ed ~ by saying "Some bourgeois technical experts -whose -world 

outlook bas not been remoulded can still serve socialism 

under proletarian leadership. Had they spent too much time 
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on Mar:xism-Lenini sm, treir e::xpertne ss surely would have 

sufferedn.51 

Understandably, Mao was very dis satisfied at this 

superficial implementation of rectification campaign. 

Consequently, at the face of outrigh-t opposition from the 

cultural and political bureaucrats, in the fall of· 1965 Mao 

decided to launch the cultural revolution~ With a resolu

tion of the CC of the a:>C in August, 1966, the Great 

Proletarian Cultural Revolution was formally launched. 

Towards the end of. 1965, Wu Han was criticized by 

Yao \olen yuan in an articl~2published in Hen-tmi Bao, a 

newspaper based in Shanghai. The article accused Wu Han 

of having 'tlritten his play "The Dismissal of Hai Rui from 

officen53 in order to criticize Mao's dismissal of Peng De

huai, alegorically. This attack on WuHan, which can be 

regarded as the starting point of Cultural Revolu t~on, 

resulted into a public debate, in which the army organs 

criticized Wu and Beijing newspapers implicitly defended 

---------------
51 •. Tian Heshui, "When One Cannot be Both Red and Expert", 

Zhong-guQ_Q1ng-5ian Bao, December 26, 1964, in Current 
Background No.7 7, p. 6. 

52. This article was published in Wenhui Bao on November 
1 o, 1965. 

53. 11 The Dismissal of Hai .Rui from Office" was first 
published in 1961. 
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him. 1-bre and more liberal intellectuals spoke out in 

favour of Wu Han, camouflaging their defense with academic 

debate and historical allusion. But finally Wu Han was 

forced to write a self criticism and the only error that 

he admitted was the bourgeois academic one of portraying 

"an ancient event for its own sake" :instead of admitting 

"making modern use of ancient events". 54 

Though the debate over Wu Han went on for over 

three months,· the intellectuals in general maintained a 

steady support of Wu Han. Even Zhou Yang and his associates 

sought to limit the discussion of WuHan's play to an 

academic level. In the wake of the Wu Han episode, several 

other literary intellectuals, such as Tian Han, Xia Yan, 

Shao Quanliu, were al~ criticized. 

The !le:xt phase of the Cultural Revolution started 
·' 

with the presentation of a report.at a forum of literature 

and art, convened in Shanghai on February 2, 1966.55 This 

report initiated an all-out attack against the May Fourth 

intellectuals for their Westernized cultural legacy. The 

report viewed May Fourth intellectuals to be the repre senta

tives of an elite section, ·divorced from the masses. 

------·----------------
54. WuHan, ·"Self-Criticism on Dismissal of Hai Rui", 

Ren-min Ri-bao, December 30, 1965; in Current Background, 
No.7Br,Pi)7'31"";" 48. ---- - --

55· "Minutes of the Forum on Literature and Art in th'e 
Armed Forces" convened by Jiang Qin·g, February 2-20, 
1966, in SCMP·, No_.3956, p.11. 
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However, ironically Lu XUn, a doyan of the May Fourth 

Movement, was lauded in the forum report for his "mi~tant 

left1Ning literature". 

Although repudiation of We stern culture set the 

general tone of this phase, Russian intellectua·ls, 

specially the writers and poets were also denounced with 

extreme vehemence. In the words of Merle Goldman "Most of 

Eu~ope' s great nineteenth century writers - BalzaeJ( Zola, 

Gogel, Turgenev, Dostoevsky, Chekao\1and Tolstoy - were 

denounced because of the profound effect of their critical 

. realism and Western humanism on the May Fourth intellectuals, 

••• They were accused of "glorifying" love, individualism, 

and alienation - values opposed to the spirit of self

sacrifice, collectivism, and ideological cormnitment which 

the revolution sought to instill". 56 

Attack on foreign culture and thought finally took 

the shape of violent dogmatic display of nationalism and 

Chinese-Communist self-sufficiency. The degree of dogmatism 

was almost equivalent to that of late 19th century. In fact, 

Mao bad even used the 'ti-yongc~' dichotomy of China' s 19th 

century literati reformers by rephrasing it thus: ''We cannot 

adopt Western learning as a substance, nor can we use the 

-------
56. Merle Goldman, China's Ig~elle~als: Advi~nd 

Dissent, 1981, p.126. 
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substance of democratic republic. We cannot use the 

'natural rights of man', nor the 'theory of evolution'. We 

can use only Western technologyu.57 

The attack on May Fourth intellectuals for their 

Westernized cultural legacy gradual~y engulfed the whole 

intellectual community. A reign of terror spre~ ·through 

China in. the spring of 1966 as all intellectuals were 

fiercely persec~ted for the very crime of being intellec

tuals and pursuing intellectual activity, no matter what 

their beliefs were. The most abused victims of the movement 

'tlere the liberal intellectuals. Eminent intellectuals, sucr·J 

as Deng Tuo, Wu Han, Tian Han, Shao Quan-lin, were either 

tortured or persecuted to death,· "t~hile their political 

patrons, such as Peng Zhen, Lu Dingyi, Zhou Yang etc~ "t~ere 

forced to endure extreme public humiliations at meetings 

convened against them. 

With the ruthless purge of the liberal intellectuals, 

a ne'tl group called the Cultural Revolution Group, assumed 

direction of China's cultural life. After the removal of 

the bureaucratic leaders in the winter of 1966-67, the 

Cultural Revolution Group, along with Lin Biao purged the 

intellectuals on an increasingly massive and turbulent scale, 

--~-------

57. Stuart Schram, ed., Chairman Mao Talks to the Pe5ple: 
I,alks and_M.tt~, 136=19i17Ne'W York 197~ p .23 . 
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for their imagined crimes. Virtually all academic and 

scientific journals stopped publication and all universi

ties, libraries and museums were closed. The predominant 

culture that emerged in and continued through the Cultural 

Revolution was Jiang. Qing' s model revolutionary works. 

Finally, radical intellectuals became the scapegoat 

of the Cultural Revolution, which was a brainchild of Mao 

and of which he could not foresee the consequences. 

Though, Cultural Revolution was officially called off in 

1969, void in intellectual life continued through the Gang 

of Four. regime. The education system was destroyed and a 

whole generation of youth lost their chance of formal 

educational training. Intellectuals, in fear of labelling, 

harassment, persecutions and humiliations remained mute 

and intellectual activity came almost to a standstill. 

The intellectual history of Comruni st China till 

the end of GPCR bas been made up of many cycles of rela~a

tion and control - rela~ation in the hope of conciliating 

the intellectuals or in the hope of ensuring their coopera

tion for the cause of national construction and control 

after the intellectuals have dared to" enter the "off-limit" 
' 

zone during a previous phase of rela~ation. The concept 

of this "off-limit" zone has all along remained controver

sial. According to the :intellectuals, no "off-limit" zone 

should e~ist in a socialist system when the intellectuals 
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themselves are also· supporting the system or contributing 

to the ideology, of which the socialist system iS the 

manifestation. They are only trying to carry forward the 

cause of socialism by raising certain fundamental questions, 

be cause these questions need to be answered. On the other 

hand, according to the leadership these fundamental question3 

are only meant to undermine the authority of the party, 

which is firmly adhereing to the socialist path. In other 

words, from the point of view of the leadership, the 

intellectuals have been prone to raise questions about the 

leadership role of the Party thereby questioning the entire 

socialist rubric. 

HoVJever, on the other hand it is also true that the 

Party leader!:hip has been to a certain extent ambivalent 

about the role of intellectuals. This ambivalence resulted 

into equally uncertain and forever changing policies toY~ard s 

the intellectuals. The cycil.es of relaxation and control are 
·1!\ 

but a manifestation of this ambivalence and uncerta~nty of 

the leadership. 

During the GPCR, there was intellectual disorder of 

a kind in China. The univer.sities and research institu

tions closed down and there were no academic debates. No 

developing state, a large and ambitious one like China 

much less so, can afford such a colossal.loss and waste. 
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For reasons of development alone if for none other, the 

ideological zeal and aggressive dogmatism of the Cultural 

Revolution and the treatment meted ou. t to the int ellec

tu.als during this phase, are unlikely to be repeated by 

the leadership in China for at least a very very long 

time to come. 
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Chapter III 

TH& STATUS AND ROlE OF INTELlECTUALS IN 

POST-MAO CHINA 

The oscillation between relaxation and co~trol, a 

manifestation of amuivalence of the leadership towards 

th~ intellectuals, persisted in the post-Mao years. The 

shift away from the control which marked the Cultural 
to 

Revo"lution years andAthe relaxation became apparent in 

1977, when the Party itself revived the ideal of in tellec

tual emancipation, on the occasion of the thirty-fifth 

anniversary of the Yenan forum on art ~nd literature. 1 

The new goal was emancipation for the sake of moderniza

tion. The change in approach to intellectuals explicitly 

speU.led out in Deng Xiaoping • s speech to the N_ational 

· §ci~ce Cbnference in 1978, which called for political 

and SOCial rehabilitation Of "mental labOUr~ II through 

a series of concrete measures. Deng also pointed· out 

that the great majority of the intellectuals "have become 

a part of the working class itself ••• Thosewho engage in 

physical labour an~ those who engage in mental labour are 

all labourers of the socialist society". 2 Deng was seeking 

-----
1. A detail !discussion of the thirty-fifth anniversary of 

the Yenan Forum and its impact on post-Mao intellectual 
refonn has been given by Liang Heng and Judy Shapiro in 
Intellectual Freedom in China after Mao - With a Focus on 1983, NewYork,1984. - . ------

2. Quoted in Luo Fu, "China's Intellectuals- Part of the 
Working Classes", Beij!ng_Review, March 31, 1980, p.23. 
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to make the intellectuals more efficient producers in the 

drive for modernization. 

The Democracx Wall Movem~nt, that had com~ .. to life 

spontaneously after Mao's death, rontinued till spring and 

was led by a new generation of crftical Marxists of 1979. 

The Democracy Wall, located in Beijing, was a wall that 

originally served. as a screen for .a parking lot for buses. 

This wall came to be used for putting up posters during 

the phase .of Democracy Movement and trus came to be known 

as Democracy Wall. Henceforth, the movement has frequently 

been referred as the Democracy Wall MJvemE?nt• .According· to 

Vera Schwarcz, this was the most recent re-emergence of the 

enlightenment movement of the Ma~ Fourth intellectual~.3 
During its initial phase, the Democ~cy Wall Movement was 

encouraged by the leadership, as it was in conformity with 

t be goverl'nl:e,nt' s own propaganda effort against the Gang of 
. ) 

Four and the Party's ef,fort to revive intellectual emancipa-

tion. In the summer of 1978, the Chinese newspapers carried 
~" 

a series of artic'le,s hinting at the "dogmatism of the 

Ma,rz__!sm-LelJ!.nism.::,M§:o Zesiong thQ.ught" that prevailed during 

the Cultural Revolution years and the Gang of Four regime 
I 

and called for an "enlightenment movement" in China to deal 

Y~ith the problem of superstitious belief. A typical article 

--------------------------
3. Vera Schwarcz, "A CUrse on the Great Wall: The Problem 

of En~ightenment in Modern China", Theory and Societj: 
13 (198~), p.457. 
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of the time read in parts: "They borro'Wed the name of 

Marxism so they could enchain the population to their o~n 

cause. The material damage caused by the Gang of. Four, 

although considerable, can be estimated, measured. The 

spiritual damage iS beyond calculation. Therefore, ~e 

need a ne~ enlightenment movement that would reinvigorate 
. 4 

our philosophical theory". Thus, scientific rat:iDnality, 

which was necessary to uproot sup~stitio~_M~rxism, was 
t 

also declared a necessary precondition for the moderniza

tion plan. However, when the posters appearing on the 

Democracy Wall in Beijing insisted that the problem of 

dogmatism still existed in China, the criticism went beyond 

the unspoken limit sanctioned by the government. A series 

of posters in spring of 1979 also criticized the insuffi

ciency of the government's four modernization programme 

and called for a "fifth modernization": democracy, to draw 

attention to the human rights problem in China. 

The leadership, once again, reverted back to control. 

Wei Jingshen, the author of the fifth modernization was 

arrested and was subsequently condemned to fifteen years of 

jain sentenc~.5 By the winter of 1979, the Chinese constitu

tion ~as amended to take out the right to put up Y~all posters 

----------------------
4. "The Enlightenment of Philosophy and Philosophical Enlighten

ment"1 Ren.::min Ri-2_~, July 22, 1978, Translation from 
Vera ::>ch~arcz, n:-.5. 

5. Information taken from, Vera Schwarcz, n.3. 
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and in spring of 1980, Democracy Wall itself was outlawed 

and dismantled. 

Though, the unofficial dis sent of the Democracy Wall 

Movement wa~ crushed, the policy to revive intellectual 

emancipation continued. On the occasion of the sixtieth 

anniversary or· the May Fourth Movement, in 1979, the 

recently rehabilitated literary figure Zbou Yang argued in 

his May 5th article that intellectual freedom has always 

been a central goal of party policy and implied that the 

present reforms were the natural result of this tradition. 

He wrote "The party's consistent policy (from 1921 to the 

present) has been intellectual emancipation. Thi's is what 

Chairman Mao called 'setting free' (fang).' •Setting free 1 

' 
means nothing less than letting people speak their mind, 

voice their opinions. Unfortunately, in recent years, ·, 

instead of fang we have had shQY. ('closing off). We need 

the former and must fight tendencies to revert to the latter". 6 

ThiS notion of speaking one's own mind was, however, limited 

to knowledge in limited fields of expertise. Meanwhile, 

semi-official dissent 'Continued and the methods of protest 

used were borrowed from the traditional and indirect 

Confucian practices that had been developed by the literati 

6. Zhou Yang, "§.~i weida de lli!J!ng .iiefan~ndo!}_g" 
(Three great movements for intellectual emancipation), 
Quang-ming Ri::.2§:o., May 5, 1979, PP• 1, 3. 
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over the centuries. Many of these dissenters were well

kno'Wn intellectuals and expressed their views in the 

official press. Therefore, tney had to camouflage their 

criticisms and political views in analogies and allusions. 

Merle Goldman in her article "Human Rights in People's 

Republic of China" has given a detailed discussion on the 

semi-official dissent of this period, in which specific 

examples of such indirect criticisms have been sighted .7 

Finally, when the semi-official dissent went beyond 

the criticism of the Cultural Revolution and bureaucracy to 

criticize the system itself, the control was tightened.again. 

A number of writers were.attacked for their "expose" works. 

Bai Hua was the -first to be blamed for his work Thl.Ie,ill!ited 

!Qve of being .harmful to socialism. However, the tighten-· 

ing up was different from others in being not accompanied 

by large-scale campaigns as before. This time, only a 

particular work of a writer was corrleun~d and did not 

preclude praise of his other works. The Bai Hua case was 

concluded in December 1981 and subsequently the limit of 

criticism was spelled out: the bureaucratic defects could 
i 8 

be criticized, but not the system itself. 

-----------------------------
7. Merle Goldmaniu "Human Rights in the People' s Republic of 

China", DaedL._.2, 112(4), Fall, 1983; pp~126-24. 

8. Hu Qiaomu set the limits of criticism. See Beijing 
Revie"W, June 7, 1982, p.20. 
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The ne:xt landmark was the birth centenary of Marx 

in 1983. On this ,occasion, Zhou Yang went one step further 

from 1979 and explored deeper into neglected them .. es like 

alienation. He linked the theme of the emancipation of 

intellectuals to ideological emancipation and by doing so 

overstepped the boundary. Because,. the demand of 

intellectual emancipation was accepted by the leadership ns 

a part of the reform programme, but any talk of ideologicnl 

emancipation ~as viewed by the leadership as a direct 

criticism of the Party and the socialist cause. T_here 

followed an "anti- spiritual pollution" campaign after the 

Marx centennial. Zhou Yang was one of the prime targets.9 

I 
Though Zhou Yang s stand between 1979 and 1983 had 

received strong public support the writers had some cause 

of worry because of the anti-Bai Hua campaign of 1_981 arrl 

anti- spiritual pollution campaign of 1983. However, when 

they gathered again in the Writer• s Conference in the 

winter of 1984-85, they reiterated their resolve not to go 

back to dogmatism of earlier years. This conference which 

was planned by ultra-leftists, saw the victory of supporters 

10. 1 of reform. 1 What was unusua about this conference was 

------------------
9· Vera Schwarcz, "Behind a Partially-Open Door: Chinese 

Intellec·tu:als and tre Post-Mao Refonn Pro cess", 
~cific Affairs 59(4); Winter 1986-87; p.581. 

10. This conference bas been discussed at length in Liang 
Heng and .Judy Shapiro, n.1, p.46. 
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that the delegates voted their own rather than the party's 

choice for tre off.icial posts and thus a democratic process 

was begun •. This conference also ratified a new constitution 

for the Chinese Writers' Association. Of course, the 

constitution was presertted by the lea4ership. But just like 

the vote for the official posts, the provisions of the· 

constitution were debated and revised before being· adopted •11 

The Fourth Writers' Conference sparked off a barrage 

of demands from other intellectual quarters. There were 

calls in the press am at academic forums for freedom of 

a cad ernie research, publication and c onment. 12 These demands 

became very loud in the early months of 1985. The first 

indication. that th~ limit has been crossed came from Hu 

Yaoboug's speech at an inner-Party meeting of the Secretariat 

held in February, 1985. 13 He stated very clearly that there 

could be no freedom of tne press and the press must be "the 

mouth-piece of the Party". He also laid down a set of rules 

as to the kind. of coverage to be done by the journalists. 

In the same speech, ·he explained the necessity of anti

spiritual pollution campaigns. Although he recoinmeme:i that 

----------------------------
11. See Merle Goldman, ''The Zigs am Zags in the Treatment of 

Intellectuals, 11 The China_2~ter!x (104), December 1985, 
?? .710, 711. 

12. Ibid., p.712. 

13. Hu Yaobang, "On the Party's Journalism Work", a speech 
given on .February 8.1. 1985 and was published in Ren-min 
Bi_bao, Apri~ 14, 1~85. 
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term to "eliminate" spiritual pollution not be used, be 

maintained "this certairily does not mean that there is 
..... 

anything wrong with the principle of opposing spj_ritual 

pollution and still less does it mean we need not· resist 

or oppose ••• erosion caused by decadent and moribund 

exploiting class ideas ••• to absta:i,n from bludgeoning 

also does not mean to abstain from criticizing or 

punishing those who should be c ri tici zed and punished". 14 

Hu Jiwei, who was associated with the pro-reform 

political leadership, responded to Hu Yaobang's speech in 

"Special Comnentary" 15 in the first issue of a new journal 

~in wen :xue k~ (Journalist Bulletin). Hu Jiwei was 

unwilling to accept that journalism should speak with one 

voice and pointed 'out that such practices would produce 

disasters, as happened in the case of Great Leap Forward. 

He also \¥rote that journalism is a "branch of learning" 

and thus, should be allo\tled "the freedom" granted in case 

of academic subjects. 

There were contradictory signals from the Party in 

the spring and sumroor of 1985. On one hand, there was 

-----~-

14. Quoted from the translation 
FB IS , A.p ri l 1 5 , 19 85 • 

of tre speech published in 

15. Th~s. commentary \tlas re{)rinted in Renmin RibaQ. (overseas 
ed~t~on), August 4, 1985, p.2. Translation, FBIS, 
August 7, 1985. 
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' increasing stress on ideological discipline. On the other 

band, there were articles published which were much more 

liberal and tolerant. In one such article, while talking 

about "contradiction" in society, Hu Qiao mu, a comparatt vely 

conservative political leader, wrote "All these questions in 

reality have gone beyond the framework forecast by Marx, 

Engels, Lenin and Stalin". He also added that "the 

individual may play a positive role in society (and even in 

Socialist society)." 16 

It was against this background that Fang Lizhi, Liu 

Binyan and Wang Ruo. wang erne rged on the poll tical stage. 

Tho ugh as early as 1981, Fang Lizhi an astrophysicist, ha.d 

criticized Deng's ·science policy, 17 it was in his speech to 

electronics students at Beijing University on November 4, 

1985, Fang called for "struggle to bring about a better 

intellectual environment". 18 He had put forv1ard- his now 

notorious doctrine that "democracy is something to be 

struggled for, not conferred from above" •19 He also 

compaained that t be intellectuals themselves -were responsible 

------------------------------------
16. Guangming ~baQ., April13, 1985, p.1. Translation from 

Merle Goldman, , n.11. 

17. "Kexue yu. ji@u de guanxi"(The RelatiOnship Bet-ween 
Science and TechnolOgy), Q~ngming Ribao, April 1 o, 1981; 
China News Analysis, no.1209 (June 19, 1981 ), p.6. 

18. See Fang Lizhi, "The futies of Young Intellectuals in 
Our Time"~ trans. in ~§ide China Ma~l~n£, December 
1986, PP• o-11. 

19. Ibid. 
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to a great extent for the status_ quo as they did not fully 

utilise the -considerable freedom of speech granted to them. 

The same kind of message YJas delivered by Liu Binynn 

and Wang Ruo-YJang almost at the same time. In his article 

titled "The Second Kin~ of Loyalty", 20 Liu Binyan put forth 

the concept of three kinds of loyalty and favoured the 

second kind of loyalty YJhich was characteristic of those 

-who try to serve as the Party• s moral conscience. Wang Ruo

YJang played-' essentially a role of such a critic, by being 

outspoken in his criticisms. However, it is believed by 

some experts that though Liu and Wang both YJere critical of 

the present policies of the Party, they -were not opposed to 

the continued existence of the Party. This in turn justifies 

their claim of serving· as the Party• s moral conscience. 

A new wave of intellectual dissent started in March 

1986, during which not only the ultra-liberal newspapers 

such as Shijie_l.~j,i Daobao and journals, but also the 

mainstream organs,· such as E~ min Ribao, Gu~n,gming RibaQ. 

and even at times Honggi; supported the ultra-reformers 

active in this dissent. 21 In an article entitled 

-------- -----

21. 

Lim Bin Yan, ".!21~hong Zhongcheng~ (Tbe Second Kind of 
Loyalty), Kaituo, March 1983; repr1nted in Lin B~ 
Chuang!_. (The Legan1 of Lin Binyan), Taibei, 19S1, pp.45-
94. . 

See David A.Kelly, "The Chinese Student Movement of 
December 1986 and Its Intellectual Antecedents" J. 
The Australian Journal of Chinese Affairs, No.1"(, 
January1987, p.1:rr.---- --
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"Breakthroughs" in the study of Mar:xism22 published in 
I 

the Renmin Ribao on March 14, 1986, Deng Weizhi supported 

the view that. bad come to surface from time to time since 

Deng Xiaoping' s proclamation of "Four Cardinal principle s 112 3 

in 1979, that development of Marxisn was often achieved by 

breaking away from such "cardinal principl.es" and outdated 

Marxist conclusions. Publication of this article unleashed 

a violent debate in which prominent intellectuals and politi

cal leaders engaged in criticisms and counter-criticisms. 

This debate continued into the fall and winter of 1986. 

The Sixth Plenum of the Twel-fth Party Central 

Committee was held in September 1986. It is believed that 

the plenum acted as e. watershed. It -was during this time, 

an article in liQllW hinted that this new surge of free

thinking was creating turbulence and was endagering the 

leadership's reformist policy of •tolerance and hannony'. 211· 

Following this, the interpretation of freedom soon became 

an issue. Various interpretations of freedom were put 

for\olard in newspapers and journals both in philosophical 

sense and in sociopolitical sense. The overall effect of 

this intellectual campaign stimulated the students to 

------
22. -Makesizhuyi yanjiu zhong de 'tupo '"', Renmin Rib~, 

March 14, 1986, p.1. 

23. The "Four Cardinal Principles" are: ( 1) The Socialist 
Path, (2) Leadership of the Party, (3) Marxtsm
Leninisn Mao Zedong thought, and (4) Dictatorship of 
the Proletariat. 

24. Wu Jianguo, "~mY......ziyQu ~~ 1 fan.§i' " (Reflections 
on the Question of Freedom), Honggi, No.17, September 1, 
1986, pp .32-38. . 
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to reflect more on the contemporary society. This in turn 

acted as a catalyst of the students' demonstration. 

Finally- in December, 1986, university students ca.'":le 

out on the streets in almost a dozen of major Chinese 

cities, demonstrating for improvements in democracy and 

other political freedoms. A.s before, the leadership 

decided to tigh~en, the control in Jaruary 1987, after the 

students bad overstepped the boundary. Fang Lizhi, Liu 

Binyan and Wang Ruowang were expelled from the Party by a 

public proclamation of the Party Central Committee, whic11 

charged them with instigating the students• demonstration 

and spreading 'bourgeois liberalisation', an extremely 

serious politi~al offence. 25 .~owever, quite interestingly, 

Fang Lizhi was given permission subsequently to attend 

conferences abroad, which by itself has no precedence in 

the history of COmmunist China. 

There are various opinions as to the origin and 

reason behU1d the students' demonstration of late 1986. 

Suzanne Pepper, who has also written about the 1985 students 

demonstration, is of the opinion that the student movement 

of late 1986 'Was initially designed to generate public 

opinion in favour of political reform and was officially 

--------------------------
25. BBC, Summary of World Broadcasts, Part 4, Ih!LFar East/ 

8462/B II/2-~Januarr-~-1987. 
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inspired to transform tre anti-reform sentiment of the 

students in 1985. But the situation became serious when 

the students asserted thei·r political independence too 

forcefully and started winning a wider soci~l support. 26 . 
On the other hand there are also commentators, who 

believe that the student rrovement of late 1986 was a 

spontaneous event. and had a. self-direction.27 However, it 

has been argued by David A.Kelly that these t\tJo views are 

not really mutually exclusive as they appear. He also 

goes on to say that though the media and the intellectuals 

\>Jere important factors for the students t d emonst rat ion, it 

was the conservative faction in the leadership which sparked 

. off the denonstrations by their anti-reform attitude and 

statements. 2 ~ 

. 
There have been major changes in the attitude to-wards 

intellectuals since the ouster o;f Gang of Four in October 

1976. The guidelines for these changes, which were first 

spelled out in the Central Committee's circular of September 

------ -----
26. See David A..Kelly, "The Chinese Student Movement of 

December 1986 and Its Intellectual .Antecedents," 
The .Australian Journal of Qhi~_!ff~~' No .17, 
January 19'S7, p .141. · 

27. Ding Wang et al.7 "Social Iriflueoces of the Chinese 
Student Movement" 
"Some Posters from Peking", ·Inside China M~nland, 

·March 1987, pp .27-28. 

28. David A. Kelly, n.23, pp.141-42. 
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18, 1977, were given more definite shape after the Third 

Plenum of the Eleventh Party Congress in late 1978. 

Following concrete measures have been ta~en to implement 

these ne'tJ policies to¥1ards the intellectuals. 

(1') Redressing cases_of frame-upp, \olrong and false 

charges imposed on intellectuals. 

( 2) Promoting competent Party and non-Party intellec

tuals to leading positions. 

(3) Admitting into the Communist Party those 

intellectuals \olho applied for Party members-hip 

many years ago and who ¥~ere qualified. 

(lt) Reassigning \olork to scientific and technical 

personnel ¥~hose previous wor~ was not related to 

their own field. 

(5) Restoring and perfecting the system of conferring 

titles on intellectuals in universities, colleges, 

and in research institutes. 

( 6) Honouring· and citing those intellectuals wbo have 

made outstanding contributions, as is done in the 

case of workers and peasants. 

(7) Improving their material well being wherever 

conditions permit. 29 

--------
29. The policies are quoted from Luo Fu, "China • s Intellec

tuals - Part of the Working Classes", J1eiji!!g_Revie~ 
March 31, 19$0, p.21t. 
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Measures were also taken nation-~ide to enhance the status 

of teachers, improve the quality of their teaching and 

restore the influence of intellectuals over academic affairs, 

though implementation varied from place to place. 

It is evident that the present policy towards 

v intellectuals~is one of pacification and accommodation. 

However, as -'-B;~ Yaobang' s instruction to "unite with the 

broad masses of intellectuals and other labouring people to 

realize the 'Four 'Modernizations' by the end of this 

century1130 made on the occasion of the death centenary of 

Karl Marx, goes on to prove that the emphasis on economic 

construction and Four Modernizations cannot be ignored while 

assessing these policies. Hu Yaobang's statement and 

statements by many other leaders also indicate that the 

leadership obviously understands that it is only with full 

cooperation of the intellectuals that the goals of Four 

Modernizations can be realised. 

-As the policies of Four Modernizations and open-door 

policy are closely related, the implications of open-door 

policy on the intellectuals also need to be examined in order 

to understand the post-Mao intellectual situation. China, 

-------------
3 o. See Hu Yao- bang, ~!t§iW!!..Y.L!!eida zhenli de guang!.!!.@:!!g 

zhaoyao liQ_men g ian.iin" (The Radiance of Marx ism• s Great 
Truth Lights Our Advance), Renmin RibaQ., March 1lf, 1983. 
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as a result of the t"Wo above mentioned policies, is sending 

students, scientists and technical personnel abroad and is 
' increasing access to foreign language, technology and 

literature at home. This bas triggered off different 

e~pectations, in the political leadership and the intellec

tuals and they have exhibited diffe~ent criteria in the 

process of selective b~rro-wing. In this context, Vera 

Sch-warcz bas developed on the interesting concepts of 

Ka~ep and Kaif§:!!K.!. 31 

.According to ber, tbe leadership's idea of~~ is 

to provide the intellectuals YJi th opportunities to improve 

their skills. But YJhat the intellectuals have in mind iS 

perspective, i.e., the added connotation of Kaifang -

internal relaxation of ideological controls over intellectual 

activity~ The intellectuals apparently are not questioning 
e 

the quantity of kno-wledge involved, but they are questioning 

the quality of perspective.. They are insisting that 

intellectual emancipation does not involve only accumuletion 

of know ledge, but also involves relaxation of p ersp ecti ve 

and expression. In other YJords the question of intellectuals 

and the question of reform cannot be vieYJed or dealt witbin 

31. Vera Sch-warcz, "Behind a Partially Open Door: Chinese 
Intellectuals and the Post-Mao Reform Process", 
Pacific Atf§:1:_rs, 59 (4), Winter 1986-87, pp. 577-6 04. 
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isolation, as is done by the leadership. As far as the 

intellectuals• participation in modernization drive is 

concerned, it should include intellectual reform as much 

as any other form of reform, because intellectual reform 

is a distinctive and critical aspect of modernization. 

This is what was said by the democratic activist Wei . 

Jingshen in his "Fifth Modernization" poster as early 

spring of 1979. This demand, since then, has been 

reiterated by many intellectuals countless times and the 

same thought was even echoed in the editorial of .B!i1JI!!in 

.fiibaQ. on January 3, 1985, which argued that "the four 

modernizations must be accompanied by political denncracy".32 

The editorial also pointed out clearly: "Forbidding people 

to speak out, ••• practising rule by the voice of one man 

alone ••• this kind of centralization cannot in the least 

push forward modernization. On the contrary, it can only 

impede modernization". 33 

Thus, what the intellectuals of China are striving 

for today are freedom and democracy; not only in their own 

specialised field, but regarding anything that is related 

to the interest of the intellectual comrrunity, people, 

--------·-------------
32. Renmin Ribao editorial, January 3, 1985, p .1. Transla

tion from Merle Goldman, ·:n.11, p.711. 

33. Ib-id., 
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national construction and of course, the cuase Of socialism~ 

But, since the criticisms offered by intellectuals on these 

. matters are to a large extent, interpreted by the leadership . 
as an effort to undermine the authority of the Party and· 

thu·s socialism itself, there is a continuous tug and pull 

between the leadership and the intellectuals as to the 

extent of criticism to be allowed. 

This is a phenorrenon, which has been ever present 

since the establishment of PRC. The leadership, as in the 

Mao-era, is un~ertain about the extent or freedom to give 

to the intellectuals. Intellectuals, on the other ·side, are 
. 

continuously trying to stretch the parameter of freedom given 

to them by arguing their case for intellectual emancipation 

by the very ideology on the basis of which the leadership is 

imposing control over them. Therefore, the degree of rela:xR

tion in perspective am expression S·till remains a contro

versial issue between the intellectuals and the leadership. 
-

This is the main cause of periodic intellectual dissent and 

its after effect, the tightening of control. However, one 

significant thing in this unending cycles of dissent and 

control is that, 'in post-Mao China, tna intellectuals have 

been able to go much further in their dissent or in the degroe 

of their criticism, than they \\!ere ever able before in the 

history of Communist China. This in itself is a considerable 
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achievement of· the post-Mao intellectuals for their cause 

of intellectual emancipation. 

On the death centenary of Karl Marx on March 13, 1983, 

_Hu Yaobang addressed the nation, in which he briefly 

presented the Party's approach towards intellectuals. Apart 

from other things, he also declared: "Despite the important 

differences in the patt~rn of labour beb1een intellectuals, 

workers and peasants, we are not prevented from dearly 

affirming that, in g_eneral, according to their source of 

income and who they serve, our country's intellectuals have 

already be<;:ome part of the working class". 34 Though, Hu hni 

made it very clear on what basis· intellectuals were conside

red a part of the working class, there are other criteria of 

judgement that must be taken into account before the 

intellectuals could be accepted as a part of the working 

class. 

Though both physical labourers and mental labourers 

have been declared .as labourers of the socialist society, 

there are a lot of differences between the two such a degree 

of expertise (quantity/quality of kno\Vledge), social accept

ance and economic incentives. As. far as the quantity or 

34. Quoted from the ·published version of the speech, n.27. 
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quality of knowledge and economic incentives are concerned, 

the intellectuals remain a more privileged group as compared 

to the physical labourers. This is borne out by Hu' s 

statement: "It is necessary to te 11 tre vast· people clearly 

that in socialist society in general, slightly higher 

material remuneration for a higher compared with a somewhat 

loYJer level of scientific culture or for mental compared 

with manual labourers is not only an indispensible condition 

for mental labour in itself but, more importantly, YJill be 

very beneficial ••• for the intellectualisation (zhishih~) 

of the working class and all manual labourers, and benefi

cial in encouraging the sons and daughters of workers and 

peasants to study science and culture diligently so as to 

train rrore intellectuals. n3 5 This is a clear admission of 

the fact that though Marxism predicts and strives for 

bridging the gap between mental and manual labourer in a 

socialist society, 36 in Chinese reality, at least till now 

-----
35. Hu Yaobang, n.27. 

36 • .Among other statement ·on this subject of division of 
mental and manual labour, Karl Marx and Frederic Engels 
ha~e also written: "The transformation, through the 
division of of lB;bour of personal powers (relationships) 
into material powers, cannot be dispelled by dism;issing 
the general idea of it from one's mind but can only be 
abolished by the individuals again subjecting these 
material poYJers to themselves and abolishing the divi-
sion of labour". Quoted from Karl Marx and Frederick 
Engels, The German Ideolo~, New York, 1970, p.83. 
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the gap exists. Moreover, since the opportunity and access 

to specialized knowledge is very limited in China, it is 

unlikely that this difference will disappear completely in 

the near future. 37 

As far as the social acceptance criterion is 

concerned, the intellectuals still remain a controversial 

community,. because they continuously raise such fundamental 

questions as are.unacceptable to the leadership. Though, 

the leadership now is much more tolerant of even strong 

criticism by the intellectuals, than ever before, the 

leadership still has to from time to t i:ne resort to tighten

ing of control when the permissible boundary has been over

stepped. Thus, there continues to exist an element of 

uncertainty in the Party-intellectuals relationship. On the 

other hand m such controversy exists in case of the workers 

and peasants. In other words, workers arrl peasants are 

much less controversial than the intellectuals and therefore 

much more socially accepted at least in the eyes of the 

political leadership and cadres. 

Therefore, it can be argued that though intellectuals 

in China today are accorded a comparatively accommodating 

and tolerant treatment by the leadership (whether or not 

--------------------------
37. The difference in the quantity/quality of knowledge 

between the inte.llectuals and the working class has 
been discus sed ih detail in Ellen lLJudd, "vJorking 
Class Intellectuals in China, u Q::ournal of C.Qnte!!l2or~ 
A.si~, 14(2), 1984, pp.709-15. -
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because their cooperation is needed in the modernization 

drive re'Tlains debatable), they definitely form a distinct 

social force, if judged by the criteria of degree of 

kno-wledge possessed, acceptability and economic incentive. 

Moreover, the role the intellectuals are playing today 

for the cause of intellectual emancipation in particular 

and ideological rela:xation in general, also strengthens 

their claim of forming a distinct social force. 
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Cha~~L!Y 

CONCLUSION 

The literal meaning of the Chinese expression 

jief~g_~ixiang, ~hich is often used in the context of 

the intellectual situation in today' s China is "freeing 

of thought 11 • Though, this expression has been frequently 

used in the past fe'W decades of Chinese intellectual 

history, it has gained a special significance in the post-· 

Mao era, as it bas been explicitly linked 'With ideological 

relaxation. 1 

The main issue betVJeen the leadership and the 

intellectuals is not the need of intellectual emancipation 

but its meaning and limitations. In the context of 

intellectual emancipation, the intellectuals have been 

demanding much more than -what the leadership is ready to 

grant. They are continuously trying to widen the scope of 

intellectual e:nancipation, -which at present is li:nited only 

to specialized fields of knowledge • They v.1ould like it to 

include other areas as ~ell; specially the ideological 

realrn. When they demarrl the .iie.fang in the ideological 

realm they do n_ot mean to question or undermine, the ideo

logy of socialism, but rather to have the right to 

criticize the policies and attitudes adopted by the Party 

--------
1. This aspect of intellectual freedom has already been 

discussed· in Chapter III, pp .53, 59, 66. 
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in the name of socialism. In other -words, the intellecti.lals 

'WOUld like to question those policies "Which they as a 'Whol~ 

or a section of them find not conforming to the principles 

of socialism and are therefore in their vie'W open to 1debat.3. 

In doing so, the intellectuals -want to function as the 

critical conscience of the Party. l'hey are thus ideologic

ally loyal to the Party but critical of 'Whqt is being 

practiced in the name of that ideology. In this regard, 

the intellectuals' proposed function as a critical consciens.::: 

is in conformity 'With the concept put forward by Liu Binyan 

2 in his "The Second Kind of Loyalty". 

Ho,oJever, the leadership is still very uncertain 

about the extent of permissible freedom. Because, the 

critique offered by the intellectuals has be en quite often 

interpreted by the leadership as an effort to undermine the 

authority of the Party an:J the cause of socialism. There

fore the relaxation is alrrost al'Ways followed by a tighten

ing of controls. The cycles of relaxation and control th"t 

have marked the intellectual history of Communist China ti 11 

Cultural Revolution, still continue to exist in the post

Mao era. However, there have emerged t'Wo important trends 

in the last decade. First, the degree of relaxation is 

markedly higher in the post-Mao era than in the earlier· 

2. For details see Chapter III, p. 59. 
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period. This has resulted in the intellectuals being 
I--

able to link the subject of ideological relaxation to 

intellectual emancipation. This is definitely a new 

development which could be interpreted as an important 

achievement. Moreover, the right of intellectual freedom 

is specialized fields v.ras not always beyond question in 

the last decade. 

Secondly, though a phase of relaxation is even 

now followed by a phase of control as an aftereffect, 

there are no more any mass campaigns agai.'1.St the intellec

tuals as a community. Even those intellectuals, who are 

politically criticized, continue· to be esteemed academic

ally as can be seen in case of Fang Lizhi and many other 

intellectuals. 3 

It can thus be argued that the cause of intellec

tual emancipation has rrnved forward ani continues to do 

so, albeit at a very slow pace. Though, it is almost 

inevitable that there will be setbacks from time to time, 
I 

there will not be anythi.Ylg as major as the frontal 

attacks on intellectuals which marked the period of 

Cultural Revolution. 

-------
3. For details see Chapter III, p. 61. _ 
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In this context, it is interesting to recall the 

title of Lenin's work "One Step Forward, Two Steps Back" 

(The Crisis of Our Party). 4 If this title is put the 

other -way round, it YJould probably be the best way to 

describe the intellectual movement of China today: "Two 

Steps Forward, One Step Back"· In other words, for every 

bit of progress in the cause of intellectual emancipation, 

there is a setbatk. Be that as it may, it is possible to 

argue that in the post-Mao China the role of in te llec tuals 

and intellectual freedom itself have moved to a ·safer 

course than ever before. 

---------------· -------

4. V.I. Lenin, "One Step Forward, Two Steps Back", 
Collected work~ Vol.?. 
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